The relationship between maternal mental health during pregnancy and type of delivery in the suburbs of Bandar Abbas during 2017-2018
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Abstract

Background: The effect of maternal mental health during pregnancy on Cesarean section through implications of pre- and postnatal birth have narrowly been investigated. The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of maternal mental health during pregnancy on the type of delivery in the suburbs of Bandar Abbas.

Methods: This study used data of 200 mothers registered in a prospective cohort study on pregnant women in the suburbs of Bandar Abbas, South of Iran, during 2016-18. The presence of depression, anxiety, or stress in expecting mothers were measured by DASS-21 questionnaire and the outcome defined as having Cesarean section (Cesarean section) was measured at postpartum. The relative risk (95% CI) was calculated using Cox regression models. All analyses were performed using STATA statistical package, with a significance level of 5%.

Results: Information of 196 mothers were collected (98% response rate); the mean age of the participants was 27.28 (±5.62) years. The prevalence of depression, anxiety, and stress was 13.8% (27), 40.4% (40), and 7.6% (15), respectively. Nearly 40% of mothers went through Cesarean section. Compared to mothers with good mental health, the risk of Cesarean section was 96% higher in depressed mothers (RR=2, 95% CI: 1.43–2.74) (p=0.001), 81% higher in anxious mothers (RR=1.81, 95% CI: 1.29-2.53) (p=0.003), and 75% higher in stressed mothers (RR=1.75, 95% CI: 0.86-3.56) (p=0.121).

Conclusion: The findings of this study showed that poor mental health, especially anxiety and depression, during pregnancy could increase the risk of Cesarean section. Accordingly, screening protocols for mental health status and prenatal counseling sessions are suggested for pregnant mothers to increase their informed decision on types of delivery.
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Introduction

Caesarean section (Cesarean section) is a delivery method in which the baby is born by a surgical incision in abdomen and uterus of the mother (1). Despite being useful in many medical occasions (2), there is no evidence of the usefulness of nonmedical Cesarean sections which lead to many complications for the mother and the child. Some studies have shown that Cesarean section is related to increased infant mortality rate (3). Children born by Cesarean delivery may be at greater risk of negative outcomes such as developmental delays, infections, and respiratory problems (4). Depression stress and anxiety during pregnancy seems to play a role in the type of delivery. Some factors affect type of delivery. Previous studies have examined the relationship between type of delivery and depression and anxiety during pregnancy. In Iran, studies have a cross sectional nature in most cases, and prospective studies on this topic are sparse. Some factors affect type of delivery. Previous studies have examined the relationship between type of delivery and depression and anxiety during pregnancy. In Iran, studies have a cross sectional nature in most cases, and prospective studies on this topic are sparse.
section are more likely to develop diseases related to immune system, such as asthma, laryngitis, and gastroenteritis (4). Cesarean section is related to depression, anxiety, and stress in postpartum period (5), reduced fertility, increased pregnancy intervals (6), and increased risk of stillbirth in later pregnancies (7).

The World Health Organization states that only 10%-15% of Cesarean sections are ideal; however, according to the organization's report in 2015, Cesarean section has increased in recent years (2). In some countries, such as Brazil, 43.9% of pregnancies end with Cesarean section (8). According to recent studies in Iran, the prevalence of Cesarean section is much higher than what is recommended by the World Health Organization (48%) (9).

Performing Cesarean section is related to many medical and nonmedical factors, including gestational diabetes, hypertension (10), placenta previa (11), vitamin D deficiency (12), history of infertility, history of abortion (13), previous Cesarean section, maternal weight (10), age (9), education, household income, birth weight (14), gestational age (10), preeclampsia (11), number of pregnancies (13), and mental health problems, such as depression (15) and anxiety (16), during pregnancy.

Maternal mental health status during pregnancy is associated with some of the complications in delivery time, most of which lead to Cesarean section (17-20). Some studies have shown that depression in pregnancy increases the likelihood of Cesarean section (21, 22) and the risk of emergency Cesarean section (22). In addition, anxiety during pregnancy is not only a risk factor for Cesarean section (16), but it also increases the risk of Cesarean section due to nonmedical reasons (23).

Mental health problems in expecting mothers is increasing worldwide, although the problem is most pronounced in low-income countries (24, 25). Increase in Cesarean section incidence is usually followed by more inappropriate maternal and neonatal complications, which requires more postpartum care and increases the financial burden for the health system (26, 27). Epidemiological studies need to accurately identify and effectively investigate risk factors for Cesarean section to ensure the prevention of additional complications for the mother and the child. In Iran, studies have been conducted on the relationship between depression during pregnancy and type of delivery (15). However, they are mostly cross sectional and fewer prospective studies have been conducted on this topic (28). The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of maternal mental health during pregnancy (depression, anxiety, and stress) on the type of delivery in the form of DASS scores. In this study, the objective was to use prospective data to find the effects of mental health status on the type of delivery by considering temporality.

Methods

Design and Procedure

The present study used data from a pregnancy cohort study entitled “A population-based prospective study to identify contributors to mother and child health in suburban communities in 2016-18”. The cohort has been running in 2 suburbs of Bandar Abbas (Chahestaniha and Derakhte-

Sabz) since 2016, and is fully funded by the National Institute for Medical Research Development (NIMAD) (code: 943607). The protocol has also been approved by the ethical committees of Tehran and Hormozgan Universities of Medical Sciences.

The pregnancy cohort was designed to determine the effect of various environmental exposures during gestation on maternal and neonatal health through 4 visits. The details of the methodology and cohort profile have been published elsewhere (29). The present study used the information of the first 200 cohort participants in 2017. Information from the first phase included general characteristics of mothers and household during pregnancy (eg, demographic, socioeconomic status, maternal obstetric history, and maternal nutrition status).

Participants

Pregnant women residing in the 2 suburban areas of Bandar Abbas (Chahestaniha and Derakht Sabz) who had a successful delivery were included into the study. However, those who migrated from the city for any reason and women who had an abortion were excluded.

The questionnaire for the pregnancy phase included demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status of the household, characteristics of previous and current pregnancy, and maternal mental health. Information on the type of delivery was completed in the second phase (postpartum) through door-to-door interview. Also, to prevent selection bias, those participants who were reluctant to participate were contacted by health care volunteers and invited to resume their participation in the study.

Measures

The main exposure was defined as self-report of depression, anxiety, or stress, or all were measured in the expecting mother using the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress questionnaire (DASS-21 items) (30). Mental impairment degree of the mother was specified as follows: a total score of 15 or more in depression, a score of 10 or more in anxiety, a score of 22 or more in stress, and a score of 8 or more in anxiety (31). The validity and reliability of the DASS questionnaire in Iranian population has already been confirmed (32).

The dependent variable was the type of delivery (Vaginal or Cesarean section). The covariate variables included maternal age, mother's education, gestational age at birth, history of Cesarean section in mother, mother's abortion history, low birth weight, premature labor history, self-rated health of the mother during pregnancy, regular intake of iron and vitamin D during pregnancy, consumption of multivitamins during pregnancy, and socioeconomic status of the household. The household socioeconomic status was calculated using the principal component analysis (PCA) on 9 household assets (personal car ownership, motorcycle, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave, personal computer, vacuum cleaner, washing machine, and color television) (33).

Socioeconomic status was divided into good and poor according to the median score, so poor socioeconomic status was defined as below the middle level (0.999≥) and good
socioeconomic status as above the middle (≥1). Self-rated health in the mother was measured by the following question: "How do you evaluate your health in general?", with responses on Likert scale (very good, good, moderate, bad, and very bad) (34). The results were further analyzed as a binary variable of good health (including very good and good) and poor health (including moderate, bad, and very bad). Moreover, to prevent the measurement bias, training sessions had been conducted for the interviewees.

**Statistical analysis**

For the analyses, the relative risk was calculated using Cox regression models. The log-binomial was proposed at the first step of the research development. However, at the analysis time, it was found that this model had converge problems due to some sparse data in the exposure of interest. Due to the sparse data problem, Cox regression model was used as an alternative. Typically, Cox regression is used for time-to-event data. To use this model, an artificial time variable was constructed where every participant had the same observation time and all events occurred at the same time. With this assumption, the hazard ratio estimated by Cox regression approximates the relative risk (35). To investigate the relationship between variables as univariate, a univariate Cox regression model was used, then, each variable with a significance level of less than 0.2 was included into the Cox regression multivariate model (36). Chi-squared test was used to test the correlation between variables. All analyses were performed using STATA version 14.2 considering the significance level of 5%.

**Results**

Of the 200 pregnant women who were selected to participate in the study, 196 responded the questionnaire in post-partum period (2% nonresponse). The age ranged from 16 to 42 years; the participants’ mean age was 27.28 (±5.62), and most respondents were in the 25-33 age group. Most respondents reported a good socioeconomic status (54.08%). In addition, most mothers had high school and high school diploma education (Table 1).

A total of 117 (60.2%) mothers had vaginal delivery and 79 (39.8%) had Cesarean section. Also, 154 (87.57%) mothers reported a good self-rated health. Half of the mothers who had a history of abortion had vaginal labor. Moreover, 61.5% of the mothers with low birth weight had vaginal delivery. Data on previous and recent pregnancies are presented in Table 2.

The incidence proportion of Cesarean section was 1.71 (95% CI: 1.35-2.78) in mothers with mental disorders, and 1.8 (95% CI: 1.2-2.72) in mothers with depression during pregnancy. The incidence proportion of Cesarean section was 1.88 (95% CI: 1.45, 2.77) in mothers with anxiety and 1.88 (95% CI: 1.30, 2.78) in mothers with stress during pregnancy.

The variables that remained in the final model included history of Cesarean section, maternal self-rated health, regular iron and multivitamin supplementation during pregnancy, and socioeconomic status. The results of the final Cox regression model showed that the adjusted risk of Cesarean section in the presence of mental disorders during pregnancy increased by 2-fold (adjusted relative risk (ARR): 2.14, 95% CI: 1.45, 2.77). Additionally, the risk of having a Cesarean section increased by 81% in the presence of anxiety during pregnancy (ARR: 1.81; 95% CI: 1.29, 2.53).

The adjusted risk of Cesarean section was also increased by 96% in the presence of depression during pregnancy (ARR: 1.96; 95% CI: 1.43, 2.74), which indicated a statistically significant relationship between depression and Cesarean section. Finally, the adjusted risk of Cesarean section increased by 75% in the presence of stress during pregnancy (ARR: 1.75; 95% CI: 0.86, 3.56), which was not statistically significant (Table 3).

The adjusted risk of Cesarean section in mothers with previous Cesarean section increased by 71% (adjusted relative risk (ARR): 1.71, 95% CI: 1.19, 2.47), which demonstrated a statistically significant effect of a history of Cesarean section on current Cesarean section. The adjusted risk of Cesarean section increased by 39% in the mothers reporting bad self-rated health during pregnancy (ARR: 1.39; 95% CI: 0.98, 1.98), 22% in the mothers with bad socioeconomic status (ARR: 1.22; 95% CI: 0.75, 1.76), and 17% in those with irregular consumption of iron in recent pregnancy (ARR: 1.17; 95% CI: 0.65, 2.13). Moreover, the results showed that the adjusted risk of Cesarean section in mothers with irregular consumption of multivitamin in recent pregnancy decreased by 8% (ARR: 0.92; 95% CI: 0.50, 1.67), which was not statistically significant (Table 3).

**Table 1.** Demographic characteristics of the pregnant women in suburbs of Bandar Abbas in 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
<th>Type of delivery</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>Vaginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>74 (37.80)</td>
<td>25 (33.78)</td>
<td>49 (66.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-33</td>
<td>89 (45.4)</td>
<td>40 (44.94)</td>
<td>49 (55.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-42</td>
<td>33 (16.80)</td>
<td>14 (42.42)</td>
<td>19 (57.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>90 (45.92)</td>
<td>29 (40.30)</td>
<td>61 (59.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>106 (54.08)</td>
<td>50 (47.20)</td>
<td>56 (52.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate / reading writing</td>
<td>56 (30.10)</td>
<td>27 (48.21)</td>
<td>29 (51.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school/ diploma</td>
<td>102 (52.04)</td>
<td>32 (31.37)</td>
<td>70 (68.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>38 (17.86)</td>
<td>20 (52.63)</td>
<td>18 (47.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p* Chi-squared test
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Discussion

This study was performed on 196 pregnant women who participated in the cohort study of pregnant women in the suburbs of Bandar Abbas. The findings showed that 13.78% of pregnant women were depressed, 20.41% had anxiety, and 7.65% were stressed. Also, the overall prevalence of Cesarean section was 39.8%, which was significantly higher in the group with mental disorders.

Also, there was a significant relationship between maternal mental disorder during pregnancy and Cesarean section delivery, so pregnant mothers with a mental disorder had...
twice more risk for Cesarean section than healthy mothers. Also, the results showed that compared to pregnant mothers who had no mental disorders, the risk of Cesarean section was 81% higher in the presence of anxiety during pregnancy and 96% higher in the presence of depression during pregnancy. On the other hand, this study failed to detect any significant effect of stress during pregnancy on the Cesarean section delivery. The possible effect of mental disorders on the Cesarean section can be justified by the effect on some of the risk factors for Cesarean section. As shown by previous studies, mental disorder during pregnancy is related to birth weight, gestational age (37), and preterm delivery (38). In addition, mothers with mental disorders during pregnancy are more likely to have nutritional deficiency, which affects the growth of the fetus and birth weight (39).

Some studies have reported similar findings. The study of Bayrampour et al., showed that maternal mental health in the third trimester is related to Cesarean section, and the risk of emergency Cesarean section in mothers with mental disorder is higher than those without mental disorder. However, they could not find a relationship between mental disorder and elective Cesarean section (22). A study by Storksen et al. showed that some of the mental health problems during pregnancy, such as the fear of childbirth, are related to the choice of Cesarean section; hence, mothers who were afraid of natural childbirth were more likely to have Cesarean section (40). At the same time, some studies were not able to find the relationship between the effects of mental health during pregnancy on the type of delivery. In a cross sectional study by Akbarzadeh et al., there was no significant relationship between maternal general health status and type of delivery. The authors concluded that the general health status of expecting mothers was not significantly different in 3 groups of vaginal delivery, emergency Cesarean section, and elective Cesarean section (28). Moreover, in a study by Waldenstrom et al., fear of childbirth was associated with elective Cesarean section, but there was no association between fear of childbirth and delivery with Emergency cesarean section (41).

In this study, there was a significant relationship between anxiety during pregnancy and Cesarean section. Therefore, mothers with anxiety during pregnancy were at higher risk for Cesarean section compared to healthy mothers. Anxiety can increase the risk of Cesarean section through some factors such as fear of childbirth (16), premature delivery, and low birth weight, all of which increase the risk of Cesarean section (42). The effect of anxiety on Cesarean section have already been reported in some studies. For instance, Martini et al. reported that pregnant women with anxiety had more Cesarean sections (43). Shaoling et al. also showed that having anxiety during pregnancy is a risk factor for nonmedical Cesarean section, but it was not related to medical conditions (44). On the other hand, a study by Johnson and Slade showed no relationship between anxiety and fear of childbirth with both emergency and elective Cesarean section, while other factors that affect the emergency Cesarean section were age of mother, medical risks, and history of Cesarean section (45).

In this study, a significant relationship was found between depression during pregnancy and Cesarean section. Gestational depression may cause preterm delivery, low birth weight (18-20), fetal growth restriction (46), and low Apgar score (18), which are likely to affect the type of delivery. This finding is in agreement with that of Bahrami et al who showed that the probability of Cesarean section in those who had depression during pregnancy was 2.3 times more than others (47). Another study by Yedid Sion et al. showed that the prevalence of Cesarean section, preterm delivery, and low birth weight were higher in mothers who were diagnosed with depression during pregnancy (21). However, the findings of the study by Wu et al. contradicts those of the present study, stating that although most people with depression had Cesarean section (26.5%), there was no significant relationship between depression during pregnancy and type of delivery (48).

Contrary to the results of previous studies on the significant effect of pregnancy stress on type of delivery (49, 50), the present study failed to show a statistically significant relationship between stress during pregnancy and Cesarean section. The possible reason for this finding could be the small number of pregnant women with stress in this study.

One of the strengths of this study was the prospective nature of the query about mental health status, which was measured during pregnancy and before the outcome. Due to the prospective nature of the study, there was less chance for some of the information biases such as recall bias. The other strength of this study was its implementation in the suburban areas and on a population-based sample that provide a high degree of generalizability for the study results. On the other hand, this study had some limitations. The exposures reported in this study were entirely based on self-report and prone to exposure misclassifications.

Conclusion
The findings of this study showed that mental health of mothers, especially anxiety and depression, during pregnancy affects the type of delivery. The results support the implementation of prenatal care packages and services focusing on mental health of mothers, especially during pregnancy. Proposed strategies include systematic screening for mental health morbidities in pregnancy and forming a referral framework for psychiatric services. Furthermore, psychiatric counseling sessions for mothers during the last gestational trimester are recommended to increase the awareness of mothers about informed decision-making about their preferred type of delivery.
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